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Curious Ones

Learn BETTER English

Introduction
Welcome to our school, where educational and social development go hand in
hand. Our tailored focus on academics and the whole child means that every
child will find a happy home here.
Our School
Our classes includes Both traditional and modern techniques and materials in all
classrooms, age-appropriate play areas for children from kindergarten through
Grade 4. Our experienced, skilled teaching staff works together as a team to
guide your child through his or her academic journey. Come visit us!
Philosophy
Your child will have the opportunity to pursue a range of extracurricular activities
to complement his or her rigorous academic curriculum. Our low student-toteacher ratio ensures that your child gets the attention he or she deserves.
We invite you to come visit our school and learn more about our philosophy for
preparing your child for success.
As co-founder and owner and foreign run, my sole purpose is to support YOUR
efforts and attract English to you! , ?? Offer's both a unique and Westernized
idea's to approach you the very best and comprehensive way to learn English
and math.
we can not do that for you; we can only help you do it better.!

With our unique and ever changing teaching method's to enable all student's and
clients to feel the same environment as an English Speaker, we will do what it
takes to show you - Help you to achieve Real English.

We take pride in an honest way to bring English to Everyone, and feel that it is
our responsibility as foreigners to give you the very best! .
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I'll try to be a trustworthy person and owner of curious ones to each of all equal
fareness. Tell me your objectives, and I'll try to help you accomplish them,
“I or my Staff can offer advice on activities, including seminars, Business, Every
day english and children's Language skill'hes and so on. We can help you make
each of these more effective. However, I will not give blanket recommendations
about which of these tactics to use, nor Will we teach you parrot talking like
other 'training schools'
We do not do false training And quick tip exam's.
“Part of our purpose will be to help you understand what it will take to
accomplish the goals you say you want to achieve.
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Dirty Water
an act of humor as i gazed apon this here pledge
i have seen nothing but an object before me, as i gazed apon this here bowl as i
wash away the feeling's from with in, to a dirty water from my witts to be
dropped with a splash as i curl enother one out as to i might just pass out.
i thought to my self as to what it maybe how much filling could one person hold.
this log like object floats towards me as i star gazed into it i see the yellow green
and brown its a ship alas' i see me true self, beyond the waves that recall once
the open well!
this good fortune as i have layed to rest apon.
my good heaven suppose to wait as i hear a knock calling my name
20 minutes later need not to bare this stinky little friend could not resist
as i shout and push comes this birth..
timothy mercurio
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Gumble
i once was disabled to not to be able to discover a light for that i can knight!
i once fell down to something thats brown what can i see i dare not believe!
how can there be so much hate when hate is just a four letter word for that i
must that i can name so many other hatred that exist in a date that just cant
seem to relate
timothy mercurio
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How It Seems
why not it matters? to those who disbelieve the ones who are awfull are the ones
who do not bleed no more no less as i have risen from the undertow of a very
pathetic way of absolute restlessness for that i have awoken and found my ways
to a far better stay as i have prepared for that it is not lost in so many ways let
there be, can there be, a more welcoming stay or shall they just put you on hold
as to i, I dont believe that people can change but i do believe that people can
arrange for a more suitable array
timothy mercurio
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My Views
how is the world possible for one to see when there is so much pullution for that i
can see, we live in a world a world of decieve when at all possible for that when
america says the world is mine and there i had mine atleast i have proved to be
more moved when i find american lies that threads on pollution and makes me to
see something i can not see for a 3rd world view on what do i believe china is not
a 3rd world! omg i believe i have fought my way to haze of misguidings and
possible deniabilty's i there for stand on the front line of my self which lies in a
crate of lies why is this possible where so many are hurt and misjudged all
because they are not rich or elected why do i have to take this and all their
corrupted ways.
i lived in a hole that when i was found there was nothing left but a spit of a soul.
i thought of a way where i can feel so much as i tried i could not steal! .
how can i be there when i am not here how can i stay when i can not obey:
timothy mercurio
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Utter Uselessness
this is not a poem, as you can obviously see! .
i am not at all in my rights to discredit or condone
a purpose that follows once my fingers touch the keys
i can lie in wait on every date
i am a person yet not a god!
i write this little note to show, i don't know
i am telling a story that isn't a story, yet its just as pointless for all to be sorry
a feeling or dealing with as much kneeling
i write and write to waste more time.
as you may already see? , this doesn't seem to make at all any sense
so, why am i writing or showing you all?
well i don't care if one would call
i am me! a person to see
people are people
so what does this mean?
well its simple to relieve if you aren't at all clean
i am boring.
i am not fun
i am not ashamed to be who i've become
i am as i am
i dont care no mo'
i listen to myself whether its the right thing or not
how have i become. as you would have seen,
its all in the an awkward one kind
--------------------------' i wrote this to see who or how you all may be'
hi, when i wrote this i was bored out of my mind and had wondered though
perhaps my mind was feeling as it was wandering down a gorge
timothy mercurio
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